SBCEO Clear Administrative Services Credential (CASC)
Program Overview

The SBCEO CASC Program
is a two-year program.

Year 1
Theme: Establishing a collabora/ve, equitable, and rigorous learning culture to maximize
student outcomes.
California Professional Standards for Educa7on Leaders (CPSEL) considera7ons: 2, 3, 5

Year 2
Theme: Implemen/ng a vision for learning that is grounded in data, research, and
accountability.
California Professional Standards for Educa7on Leaders (CPSEL) considera7ons: 1, 4, 6

Three Components

Coaching

CASC Candidates are assigned a
Coach (experienced administrator)
by their employing district. The
Coach participates in coach only
breakout sessions as well as support
sessions with the CASC candidate to
provide facilitative and instructional
coaching
support.
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Professional Learning

CASC Candidates participate in three
CPSEL-aligned professional learning
opportunities annually that provide
leading-edge support, ideas, and
resources from experienced, innovative
Santa Barbara County administrators.
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Assessment

CASC Candidates reFlect on district and
site plans, demographic and assessment
data, and stakeholder needs to develop a
strategic goal to pursue through each
year of the program.
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The Basics
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Coaching Seminars
Five annual coaching support
seminars are available to all CASC
participants during each year of
the program.

Coaching Support

The coaching program provides a minimum of forty hours
of job-embedded coaching support during each academic
year of the program. The coaching model is informed by
the Blended Coaching and Cognitive Coaching
frameworks.

Online Collaboration

Program participants use the SBCEO
Online Classroom for collaboration
and documentation of their
professional growth in the program.

Cost/Outcomes
Annual Tuition

The tuition for the program is $ 2,500 per
year. Tuition may be covered using district
funding sources.
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Major Outcomes

Through participating in the SBCEO CASC Program,
candidates will:
Identify and increase capacity toward
leadership effectiveness as measured by the
CPSEL.
Develop and advance professional coaching
capacity.
Engage with leading-edge resources,
contemporary research, and local experts.
Develop a targeted growth plan that reFlects the
core dispositions necessary to be a successful
systems leader.

